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Abstract 
Let G be a cyclic group acting smoothly on a connected closed manifold M with nonempty 
fixed point set F. Let 0, be the representation of G defined by the induced G linear action on 
the tangent space T,(M) at z E F. In this paper, we study the relations between the cohomology 
of A4 and the equivalent representations of G at fixed points. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G be a cyclic group. Suppose G acts smoothly on a connected closed manifold 
M with fixed point set F. Let T(M) denote the tangent bundle of M and T,(M) the 
tangent space at 3: E M. For z E F, the induced G action on T,(M) defines a real 
representation 0, of G. Let RO(G) and RU(G) be the real and complex representation 
rings of G respectively. Let E, be the complexification and E, the realihcation. Then 
E, : Ml(G) + RU(G) is injective for any finite abelian group G by [9, Corollary 7.5, 
p. 1691 and the fact that E,E, = 2. Denote the complexification of 0, also by 0,. 
Let K(-) and KG( -) denote the complex K-group and the G-equivariant complex 
K-group respectively. Let po : Ec + BG be the universal principal G bundle. Suppose 
@‘) is the r-skeleton of BG and I?(‘) = pii(B Recall that each G vector bundle 
over Ec: (respectively I$)) defines a vector bundle over Bc (respectively B$‘)). This 
gives an isomorphism KG(&) --t K(&) (respectively Kc:(&)) 7‘ K(Bg))) [l, 
Proposition 1.6.11. Since KG(*), the Kc-group on a single point space, is just NJ(G), 
the map sending EC to a point defines a homomorphism cy : RU(G) + K~(EG). By 
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Kc(&) = K(&:), WC thcrcfore ohtain a homomorphism cy(r) : RU(G) --f K(B,!I)) 
by restricting (Y on Bjj’). 
The G action on M induces a G action on the homotopy group of n/r, making the 
group 7rl(M) into the G-module. In [S] (or [S]), Bredon proved 
Theorem. Suppose a ,jinite gronl, G ucts snroothl~~ on the simply connected nu~n~$old 
IV with nonetnpty fixed point set F. If H’ (Bc:; nL (AI)) = 0 jbr 1 < i 6 r, then 
t~(‘)(@~ - 0,) = 0 for any CC, 71 E F. 
Let J be the set of primes p with 1) / (IGI) and Zc.1) th e integers localized at J. We 
will prove 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose G is u c?;clic grorq acting snloothly on a connected closed man- 
@Ad n/I with the nonempty fixed point set F. !j’ 
0 
H”(M; Z) ~0 ZCJI = 
when i even, 
0 or free Z(J) rnndule when i odd, 
,for I < ,i < 211, - I, arid the induced G action on H”(M; Z) @ Z(,I) is trivial for 
1 < i < 271 - 1, then CX(*“~‘)(~:,. - 0,) = 0 in K(Bg”-‘)) jbr z::y t F. 
Let E : RU(G) + Z be the homomorphism obtained by assigning to each character its 
value at the identity of G, and let I(G) he the kernel of E. Then the ideal I(G) dctines an 
I(G)-adic completion RU’(G) of RU(G). Th ere is a natural map RU(G) + ED’(G) 
which is injective if G is a finite ahclian p-group. But generally it is not [2]. 
Let C’” be a homotopy sphere. A smooth G action on C’” is of Smith type, if the 
fixed point set of each subgroup of G is either discrete or connected. Two representations 
are Smith-action equivalent if they are equivalent to 0, and 0, respectively for some 
smooth G action of Smith type [7,X]. It was proved by Sanchez that the Smith-action 
equivalent representations are actually equivalent if IGI is odd [ 111. The same is true 
by Bredon if G = ZzVm and 71 is sufficiently large with respect to ‘rn [S, p. 1751. As an 
application of above theorem, we prove the following theorem without assuming that the 
fixed point set of each subgroup of G is either discrete or connected as in the study of 
Smith equivalence. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose G is a cyclic Cqroup uctirzg smoothly on an sh-dimensional Z(,JI)- 
homology sphere MrL for nn odd 7~ with the nonenlpt) fixed set F. If the induced G 
action on H’“(M’“;Z~~)) is trivial, then 0, - 8, = 0 in RU”(G) for x,y E F. 
Also as an application of Theorem I .I, we have the similar consequences as [5, 
Corollary 11.4, Theorems II and III]. For example, suppose G = Zk acting smoothly on 
a connected closed manifold M with a nonempty fixed point set, where k = p” and p is 
a prime. If the condition on H‘(jV; Z) @ ZcJ) in Theorem 1.1 is satisfied, then 8, ~ 8, 
is divisible by p”, where 
1, = pn- k 
,[ 1 yk:-k ! 
and [$I denotes the integral part of the number d. 
2. Proofs of the theorems 
Recall that for a G-space X the equivariant complex K-theory KG(X) is formed 
from the free abelian group on the equivalence classes of G-complex vector bundles 
over X modulo the subgroup generated by [< @ 711 - [<I - [,r/]. Consider the universal 
principal G bundle po : EC: + Bc;. For G = Zk, EC: can be taken to be the infinite sphere 
S” = u s27n+I, and Bc: the standard infinite Lens space L” = SOD/&. Let L”’ be the 
Irl,-skeleton of L”. Then the (2771 + I)-skeleton of L” can be chosen to be the standard 
Lens space L- 7rnf’ = S2nL+’ /I&. Let A/r, be the Bore1 construction and p : iV1~ + Bc: 
the fibre projection for the associated fibre bundle. Define L’“(M) = p-’ (L’“‘). 
Each G smooth action on a closed manifold M induces a G structure on the tangent 
bundle of 111. This G vector bundle defines a vector bundle T(M) over 111~; which 
is called in [3] the tangent bundle along the fibres with respect to the fibre bundle 
p: MC,: + Bc;. When G is cyclic, we define T,,,(hf) to be the restriction of T(AJ) 
to L"' (Al). For each m E F, there exists a section pz for the fibre bundle projection 
L”’ (A/l) + L’“. If we regard c1 - (7”-‘)(8,) as an element of K(B$‘“-‘I), then 
<&271--l)(0J;) = j*p;(T-&n/1) @C) (1) 
where P~(T,,(M)@C) is the bundle induced by p5, and j : L21L-’ + L”’ is the inclusion 
for 7n > n,. The bundle Tm(n/;T) 63 C provides us a global view of the local complex 
representations 0,. 
There is a Moore spectrum S;Zc,l) which is a ring spectrum with 7r,(SZcJ)) = 0 if 
i < 0, and 
0 
H, (=(.I)) = 
if j # 0, 
%.J) if j = 0, 
where HI (-) denotes the ordinary integral homology. By 14, Lemma 1.3, Proposition 
2.41, if E is a ring spectrum, then Ec,J) = SZ~,J) A E is (SZ(,J))*-local with coefficients 
given by ~,(E(,J)) E Z(,J) @ r,(E). 
Proposition 2.1. Let E be a ring spectrum and X a CW-complex. Then there are 
tlatural isomorphisms 
(9 (E(J))*(X) = E,(X) 8 Z(J); 
(ii) ET,,)(X) M E*(X) @G Zc,J) ;f X is u jnite CW-complex. 
Proof. Note that (ii) is implied by (i) and the S-duality [ 12, pp. 321-3301. It suffices to 
prove (i). Since E,(SZ~,,)) = E,(S”) 8% Z(J), WC see that E,(SZ~,J)) is a Hat &(S”)- 
module. By [ 12, Theorem 13.75, p. 2881 
E* (SQ A X) = E* (Szt.7)) ‘s;ic_(‘,.,) E*(X) = Z(J) $0 E,(X), 
where the first isomorphism is natural by the proof of [ 12, Theorem 13.751. Then (i) 
follows from the fact (E(J))*(X) z E,(SZc,I) AX). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let TIL be even and m > ‘n. Consider the Leray-Serre spectral 
sequences [12, p. 3501 {EJY(i); tl!‘)},=1,2 converging to H<,)(L’“(M)) and HiJ, (L’“) 
respectively with 
E;“(l) = Hp(LTn; H;:,(M)) and E:‘“(2) = Hp(LTrL; HFJj(pt)). 
Consider the morphism p* : Ef? (2) + Er,‘l( 1) oi spectral sequences induced by the 
projection p: J~~‘~(AI) t L’“. By [ 13, p. 921, 
Hi(L’“; Z) = 
0 if i odd, 
generated by p torsions with p E J if i > 0 is even. 
By Proposition 2.1, the assumed condition is equivalent to 
0 
H;,)(M) = 
if i even and 2 < i < 2n - 2, 
0 or free Z(.J) module ifioddand 1 <i<2n-1. 
Since G acts trivially on H[,$ (M) for 0 < i < I) - 1, p’ : E;,“(2) + EF,“( 1) is an 
isomorphism at the stage T = 2 if p + 4 is even and 0 < p + q < 271. - 1. 
Now the spectral sequence {E;)“(2); cl!,‘)} collapses and all nontrivial elements at the 
stage 2 survive to infinity. Thus p* : EF.q(2) t EF,q( 1) is an isomorphism for r 3 2 if 
p + 4 is even and 0 < p + 4 < 2n - I. Therefore we obtain an isomorphism 
p* : H[,) (L”) + Hi,,) (L’“(M)) 
forievenandO<i<2n-I. 
Next let K be the ring spectrum corresponding to the nonconnective complex K-theory. 
Consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences { ErJJ(i); d?)}i+~ converging to 
Ki,J, (L’“(M)) and Ky,J, (L’“) respectively with 
E;‘(7(3) = H”(L”‘(Ad);K%,)(pt)) = Htl,)(L1”(M);Kq(pt)) 
and 
E;‘y(4) = H”(L’“;K;:)(pt)) = H;Jj(L’“;K”(pt)). 
These spectral sequences are built up from the CW-skeleton tiltrations of L”(M) and 
L”“. Let p* : E,P,Y(4) + Er,‘J(3) be the morphism induced by the projection p. Then at 
the stage 2, p* is an isomorphism if p is even and 0 < p < 2n - 1. Since the spectra1 
sequence {E*)q(4). dp)} - 11~ p T * LO a ses and the projection p has a section pZ, the morphism 
y” : @J(4) + E,p,S(3) 1s an isomorphism for T 3 2 if p is even and 0 < p < 2n - 1. 
This implies that p* : ICI),) (IL’“) + KFJ, (L”(M)) IS an isomorphism up to elements of 
filtrations > (2n - I), that is, the morphism 
is an isomorphism, where FzTL and Gzn are subgroups of elements of filtrations 
> (2n - 1) of related groups. Let 7: K -+ K(J) be the SZc,I)-localization and 
v* :K*(-) + KiJ,(-) th e induced homomorphism. Since K’(L”(M)) FZ K(L”(M)), 
where E(-) is the reduced complex K-group, we may regard T,,(M) @G as an element 
of KO(L’“(M)). Assume in KyJI(L’“(M)) 
77* (T,,(M) @I c) = p*(E) + a 
for some 6 E KY,,) (15’“) and a E Ky,,)(Lm(M)), where n is of filtration > (2n - 
I). Recall the homomorphism CY(*‘~-‘) : RU(G) + K(L27L-‘) and LY(~~‘-‘)(O~) = 
.j*pj(T7n(M) @J C) by (1). Thus 
7,*d*7L-‘)(&) = ~*j*pj(T,,(M) $3 C) 
= j*p;7j* (R&(M) c3 C) 
= j*P:P* (E) + j*P; (a) 
= j*(l) + j*P;(a) 
= j*(t). 
Here the last equality is due to fact j*p:(a) = 0 because a is of filtration > (27~ - 1). By 
considering the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence converging to K*(L27L+‘), we see 
that KO(L”“-‘) has no p torsions for p I$ J. Thus by Proposition 2.1, 7/* : K”(L2”-‘) -+ 
qq (L 27L-‘) is injective, and the theorem follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Note that K(Bc) = invlim, K(B$)), where invlim,. K(B$‘)) 
is the inverse limit defined by 
{i;: K(B;+‘)) + K(E@), r = 1,2,. .}. 
The morphisms {cr(r)} define a homomorphism p: RU”(G) + K(&) which is proved 
by Atiyah to be an isomorphism if G is finite [2, Theorem 7.21. Now by Theorem 1.1, 
CY(*~~-‘)(@~ - 0,) = 0 in K(B$7”-“) for all n > 0. This means 0, - 9, = 0 in 
MY”(G), and Theorem 1.2 follows. 0 
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